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Holiday

I spent the Christmas after your death hunched 

above a puzzle; it had a thousand pieces, 

the unmatched angles of a forest caught by early snow,

bright yellow leaves still clinging to their branches.

The photograph on the box was so clear

I could see each crack of rock, each leaf hung

above the brink of winter. The pieces lay scattered

about my dining room, a mess of white and yellow

waiting for me to set it right, so many thousands 

of leaves, so much crumbling. Who could count?

Even a sister, even a wife of ten years 

one day gets out of bed and puts on red

either because it’s Christmastime again

or because the black dresses sit unwashed in the laundry 

and there’s nothing left to wear. I told myself

the leaves weren’t worth it. I told myself you were just 

another falling. I did the laundry every day.

I never solved the puzzle. 
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The Story of My Father

He spoke seven languages and was never allowed to leave the 

country. 

He’d gone to school in Paris, which made him an enemy of the 

people.

I’m sorry, but this is the only way I know to tell the story. He had 

a family—a wife and daughter—but that is for someone else to tell. 

He was a translator during the Cold War. When the big countries 

wanted to talk, he would translate their languages. 

He loved languages. He loved words. He wanted artistic license, 

he wanted to say beautiful things in those beautiful tongues. 

But there was nothing he could do, their conversations 

disintegrating, 

and he never changed a word, not intentionally, for 32 years. 

By then his daughter had left for school in a foreign country,   

to study 

languages. His wife was working as a doctor in North Africa. 

He had the dog, Lily, who ate with him at the table. He served her

on the good china, and she seemed to understand all seven 

languages. 

Then one day, after Lily grew ill and died, it happened. 

The diplomat said, “We will not stand for this! We have boats full

of heat-seeking missiles ready to destroy you.” He translated, 

unwavering, 

“We will send boats full of flowers on your country’s birthday.”
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The other party looked bewildered, “We can annihilate your half of 

the world.”

He said, “The mothers in your country are the most beautiful in 

the world.”

After a few murmurs the diplomats figured it out. It would take 

more 

than language to fix their conversation. They decided he’d gone 

senile, 

retired him at 62.  He wasn’t sad to go, but he had nothing 

left to do—everything had worked up to that one moment. 

Seven months later he died, before the end of the war and before 

any end was in sight. I sometimes feel sad he couldn’t see the 

solution, 

but it wasn’t about flowers or mothers anyway, and now a new 

war’s on, 

one he couldn’t translate for. He only knew seven languages. 
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In Stone

i.

In the center of the city sits a monument

from the communist 1980s:

several dozen rocks the size of books

suspended within an iron wire cage.

The rocks cannot move, piled

on top of one another, filling the cage,

which raises the issue of the freedom

of rocks, their right to tumble downward.

What if they object to being torn off

of mountains and dragged here, unable to follow

their own destiny out in the sunlight

of a field, deep in the wetness of a cavern?

Stop throwing rocks!

a little boy’s mother yells across the square.

ii.

A woman stands up to her breasts

in the pit. Several yards away,

a pile of stones

is warming in the sunlight.

Someone dug the pit. Someone

searched out stones of the right girth
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and mass, set them carefully

in that pile like a small mountain.

I know you’ve seen this before:

the rocks will not resist being thrown.

iii.

On the side of the graveyard road

a row of tombstones,

some carved illegibly, others blank-faced

and smooth. Why they are here

no one can say. Were they once marking

the head and foot of a corpse,

moved aside when the road came through?

Were they stacked here un-needed,

the leftovers of the engraver,

his damaged goods?

The stones aren’t talking. They wait 

quiet as old women who have seen too much,

their wild hair smoothed down

by centuries of rain.
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Exile

Going downstairs to get more

water in the middle of the night

I mistake the shadows, miss

the last step, and find myself

on all fours on the hard floor.

I could say I felt humbled

before the universe,

say I saw my history suddenly

come into focus in the moon’s scars,

or say I’d twisted my left ankle

and was bowed by pain

but really I’d just forgotten

for a moment where I was:

lost between bedroom and kitchen,

dream and waking,

sun i subuzhdane,

that world I’d left behind

and the one I was learning

to live with,

glass full of air

shining.
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Death and the Four-Year-Old

In the months after his friend’s father 

passed away, my son took to dying.

Mommy, he’d say, suddenly collapsing 

on my bedroom floor, I’m dead. 

Or coughing onto the kitchen table, 

his head hung down like a cartoon corpse.

I think someone shot Emmi’s daddy,

he’d say at breakfast. With a gun.

No, honey, I’d say. That’s mostly on tv.

David died because he was sick.

But why did he get sick? 

poking a plastic Power Ranger in my face,

Why? and When are you gonna die? 

and When am I? 

I could give him no good answer 

so he kept on dying, his body folding 

over chairs, eyes closing tightly with life, 

and I began to memorize his death, and my own,

a thousand different permutations until

I could almost let his hand go without asking,

the darkness settling between us

solid as a door that would not open.
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Witness

After my good friend died, we got together on occasion.

He’d become much shorter in death so that we stood exactly

eye to eye, and his torso was no longer covered in tumors.

Death is good for the skin. 

Sometimes we met in a city square in Berlin or Munich so 

he could practice his German on statues of dead heroes.

Sometimes we found each other in a casino modeled after 

a Mexican village and he showed me how to beat the odds 

at roulette. Security was onto us, but he was dead, so they

could never make the charges stick.

One time we accidentally wandered into a mob shootout in

an Italian village and he rolled his body on top of mine to

take the bullets. Don’t worry about me, he said. I’m already

dead. When the shooting stopped we laughed about the bul-

let holes in his jacket, and I bought him a gelato to thank him

for his excellent viscosity. 

This will make a great story, I told him. But who would believe

me? My only witness was dead, so I kept the matter to my-

self, folding it into the corner of the closet with all the other

names I could no longer speak.
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The Electrician

In my previous life I was a torturer.

The electrician, they called me. 

Go fetch the electrician, they’d say 

when they were ready.

Who they were, I can’t recall—

Nazis, the Stasi, Maoists, Pinochet’s army 

or Videla’s, the CIA, the KGB, 

the SOA. There were so many choices.

I was good at my job. I got results, 

was promoted regularly. One boss liked to play 

Bach while I worked. We laughed a lot. 

At the end of my career I received a medal.

When I died with Alzheimer’s, I was greeted 

on the other side by saints of five faiths. 

They brooded over my spirit, wanted answers: 

why had I done it, would I now regret it, 

would I apologize to the souls of my victims. 

Victims? I asked. The Alzheimer’s hadn’t 

worn off yet. They thought I was sassing. 

They brought out the electrodes 

and plugged me in. I knew the drill. 

I said, What do you want to hear? 

They said, Apologies all around.

I said, Sure, though I was proud of my career.

No, they clenched their teeth, like you mean it.

I’m sorry! I screamed in pain with every buzz. 

I’m sorry! Finally, they got bored. 

I passed out and reawakened in a womb. 


